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Abstract— The photo response non-uniformity of a smartphone
camera is a reliable hardware fingerprint that can be used to
authenticate the smartphone owner. This type of camera-based
authentication is convenient and of low cost since it requires only
pictures taken by a smartphone. However, as shown in this paper,
existing camera-based authentication systems are either imprac-
tical or subject to fingerprint forgery attacks, in which an adver-
sary intentionally submits forged pictures with fake fingerprints.
We propose Camera in Motion (CIM), a practical and reliable
camera-based smartphone authentication system. In CIM, a user
is asked to move his/her smartphone along a specific route, take
pictures of QR codes displayed on the verifier’s interface in burst
mode, and submit particular burst pictures to the verifier for
authentication. We find that, because burst images are captured
in rapid succession, the random noise components of a captured
image can be partially preserved across multiple images that are
captured in a row. The preserved noise forms a forgery-sensitive
noisechain embedded in burst images. We also find that there
exists various correlations between the movement of the camera
and the noise components of the captured images. The noisechain
and these correlations are then explored for forgery detec-
tion. We performed extensive experiments with 22 smartphones
of 5 different models. Our experiment results show that CIM can
achieve 100% true acceptance rate at 0% false acceptance rate
in both fingerprint matching and forgery detection.

Index Terms— Image forensics, authentication, forgery detec-
tion.

I. INTRODUCTION

PROTECTING users’ accounts has always been a chal-
lenging task. According to Breach Level Index [1], over

3.3 billion data records were compromised in the first half
of 2018. The exposed data includes names, social security
numbers, passwords, fingerprints, and so on. Due to the fact
that most users may reuse their passwords across different web
services, many organizations began to implement multi-factor
authentication systems that not only prompt the users for what
they know but also what they have.
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Along this direction, we explore the camera-based smart-
phone authentication system which verifies the identity of
a smartphone through checking the hardware fingerprint of
its built-in camera [2], [3]. This authentication mechanism
is based on the principle of possession (something only
you have). In such an authentication system, the user sends
one or more images captured by his/her smartphone to a ver-
ifier, which authenticates the user by matching the fingerprint
of the received images to the reference fingerprint of the legit-
imate device. Compared with other physical-layer authentica-
tion systems that either require additional hardware or suffer
from poor usability, the camera-based authentication system
is convenient and of low cost. For instance, a user can
photograph QR codes displayed on a merchant’s point of
sale (POS) terminal and send the images to an authentication
server to perform a transaction. A user can also photograph
QR codes displayed on a laptop for login. The usability of
such authentication modality is preserved since taking photos
is familiar and convenient to most smartphone users.

The essence of the camera-based authentication system is
the detection of whether an image is captured by a specific
smartphone. Photo Response Non-Uniformity (PRNU) has
been recognized as the most reliable hardware fingerprint of
digital cameras for image-to-camera matching in digital foren-
sics [4]. This fingerprint is a large matrix consisting of millions
of variables and is remarkably unique for each individual cam-
era. Results have shown that the PRNU-based identification
approach can accurately differentiate over one million images
captured by thousands of devices [5]. Moreover, according to
the experiment results in [2], this fingerprint does not change
over time and is robust against most environmental changes,
such as light, temperature and relative humidity. These salient
features make the PRNU a good candidate for the physical
layer proof of a smartphone.

The PRNU, however, is vulnerable against fingerprint
forgery attacks. With a handful of images (e.g., on social
media) from a victim smartphone, an adversary can extract
the fingerprint of the victim device and embed the obtained
fingerprint into arbitrary images of the same resolution [2],
[6], [7]. Despite decades of research on camera fingerprinting,
only few detection mechanisms have been proposed to detect
forged fingerprints, and these mechanisms are either imprac-
tical or have security flaws. Goljan et al. [6] detect forged
images by tracking their abnormal correlation with the victim
images used by the adversary. Their approach could achieve
a high detection rate if the verifier knows the images used by
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the adversary. This is a strong assumption that is often hard to
meet. Quiring et al. [8] propose a fragile camera fingerprint
that can only be extracted from raw images. Since most of the
images shared online are in a compressed format such as JPG,
the use of fragile fingerprints raises the bar for fabricating
forged images. Unfortunately, this approach requires a large
number of raw images to obtain a reliable fingerprint, and
its performance relies heavily on the secrecy of raw images.
In [2], it is found that forged images generated by an
adversarial device share the fingerprints of both the victim
device and the adversarial device. The similarity value between
two forged images fabricated by the same adversarial device
exceeds the normal range. Therefore, the authentication system
proposed in [2] detects forged images by requiring that a user
captures two time-variant QR codes and sends the two images
to a server. However, this mechanism fails if the adversary
uses multiple adversarial devices to fabricate different images
since images fabricated by different devices will only share
the victim’s camera fingerprint.

In this paper, we present new primitives for the PRNU
forgery detection and introduce a novel and practical camera-
based smartphone authentication system.

We find that a noisechain is embedded in the random
noise components of continuously captured images when a
smartphone camera operates in burst mode. In burst mode,
images are captured in a short interval, and the random
noise components of an image can partly be preserved across
multiple images. We refer to the preserved noise components
as the short-term noise. It has a positive impact on the sim-
ilarity value between nearby images and gradually attenuates
with the increasing distance between images. The similarity
values between a burst image and its nearby images always
demonstrate an attenuation pattern, which is very sensitive to
the injection of foreign fingerprints. Therefore, a noisechain-
based forgery detector is built upon such observations.

Our second finding is there exist correlations between a
moving smartphone camera in burst mode and the noise
components of the captured image. The instantaneous velocity
of the camera is positively correlated with the quality of the
image’s camera fingerprint and is negatively correlated with
the Peak to Autocorrelation Energy (PAE) of the image’s
random noise components. Therefore, the verifier can chal-
lenge the user to upload images captured at a high movement
speed. The images uploaded by the user will always have a
strong camera fingerprint and weak random noise components.
A forgery attack will inevitably increase the noise PAE of
the target image. A movement-based forgery detector is built
upon such observations by checking the noise PAE of the
images and their correlation with accelerometer readings. The
movement-based detector works even if the user submits a
single image for authentication. We do not find attacks against
this one-image authentication system while we recommend the
use of at least four images to take advantage of all detectors.

Using the noisechain-based forgery detector and the
movement-based forgery detector, we propose CIM, a camera-
based smartphone authentication system that can defeat
forgery attacks and is also user-friendly. CIM works as
follows. When a user requests authentication, the verifier

generates two fresh QR codes storing random strings and
displays them on its interface (e.g., a point-of-sell machine)
simultaneously. The user then takes pictures of the QR codes
in burst mode while moving the camera from the first QR code
to the second one. The smartphone records the measurements
of its accelerometer. After reaching the second QR code,
the user stops the camera and uploads a certain number of
captured images with the accelerometer readings to the verifier.
The verifier authenticates the user as follows: 1) Check the
existence of the presented QR codes so that replay attacks
can be defeated. 2) Match the fingerprints of the received
images to the reference fingerprint of the target smartphone.
3) Detect forged images through the noisechain-based forgery
detector and movement-based forgery detector. If the received
images pass all validation steps, then the authentication is
successful. Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate
the security of the proposed system. CIM achieves 100% True
Acceptance Rate (TAR) at 0% False Acceptance Rate (FAR)
in both fingerprint matching and forgery detection.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related work. Section III introduces background
knowledge for camera-based smartphone authentication.
We present and validate the two primitives for forgery detec-
tion in Section IV. Section V gives the design of CIM.
Section VI, Section VII and Section VIII evaluates CIM with
extensive experiments. Section X concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Hardware Fingerprinting

A rich set of sensors have been explored for identification of
smartphones [9], [10]. Motion sensors like accelerometers and
gyroscopes have been demonstrated to have unique statistical
features [11], [12] and calibration errors [12], [13]. Acoustic
sensors can be identified by the frequency response [14] and
auditory features [15]. Image sensors exhibit non-uniform
sensitivity to light [4], [16]. For wireless transmitters [17],
their fingerprints come from the clock jitter [18], [19], device
antenna [20], digital-to-analog-converter (DAC) [21], power
amplifier [21], and modulator [22], [23]. Most of these meth-
ods have been demonstrated to be effective in the context of
device tracking.

B. Fingerprint Forgery

Under adversarial settings like authentication and foren-
sics, most of the above-mentioned mechanisms are vul-
nerable to replay attacks and fingerprint forgery attacks.
Das et al. [12], [24] and Hupperich et al. [25] show
that the fingerprints of motion sensors are manipulatable.
Goljan et al. [6] demonstrated the feasibility of inject-
ing one camera’s fingerprint into the image captured by
another device. The works of [26]–[29] show that the finger-
prints of wireless transmitters are vulnerable to impersonation
attacks.

C. Hardware-Rooted Smartphone Authentication

Recently, the explosive growth of data breaches has
led to renewed interest in hardware-rooted authentication
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Fig. 1. System model. The user initiates the authentication process on the
verifier’s interface, captures what is shown on the screen and uploads the
captured image to the verifier. The verifier determines the identity of the user
by checking the fingerprint on the received image.

modalities [30]. Van Goethem et al. [31] proposed to authen-
ticate wireless devices by checking the statistical features of
accelerometers. Chen et al. [32] implemented an authentica-
tion system using the frequency response of acoustic sensors.
Ba et al. [2] and Valsesia et al. [3] explore the PRNU as
the unique identities of smartphones. The works of [33]–[38]
authenticate wireless devices by checking the fingerprints of
their transmitter and/or the wireless fading channel. Most of
these works, however, suffer from either poor usability or are
vulnerable to fingerprint forgery attacks.

To this end, we present new primitives for forgery detec-
tion of camera fingerprint and propose CIM, a camera-based
smartphone authentication system that can defeat fingerprint
forgery attacks while preserving usability. Our work differs
from existing methods since it exploits the camera fingerprint
of burst-mode images and correlation between the camera
fingerprint and the camera movement.

III. PRELIMINARY

In this section, we first describe a typical camera-based
smartphone authentication system and our threat model.
We then introduce the PRNU-based smartphone camera fin-
gerprinting and two fingerprint forgery attacks.

A. Camera-Based Smartphone Authentication

Fig. 1 shows the typical architecture for camera-based
smartphone authentication. The user sends out a request
(e.g., a payment request) to the verifier and needs to be
authenticated. The verifier consists of an interface and a server
that interact with the smartphone. The server maintains a
database of < user name, reference fingerprint, smartphone
model >. In the authentication process, the user takes pictures
of the verifier’s interface and uploads the captured images to
the server. The verifier then authenticates the user by checking
the camera fingerprint extracted from the received images,
such as PRNU introduced below. The communication from
the smartphone to the server is through a wireless channel.

B. Threat Model

We consider a powerful adversary [2]. The adversary has
prior knowledge of the victim’s credential, including the user
name, smartphone model, and camera fingerprint. The camera
fingerprint can be extracted from the online images posted by
the victim. The adversary may also know our authentication
protocol and is able to collect any kind of images captured
by the victim smartphone. However, the adversary does not

physically possess the victim’s smartphone during the authen-
tication process.

The objective of the adversary is to impersonate a legitimate
user using a foreign smartphone. The adversary initiates the
authentication with his/her smartphone and submits images
carrying the victim’s camera fingerprint, in hope of fooling the
verifier into believing that the smartphone is the one associated
with the legitimate user. In particular, the adversary may
conduct two kinds of attacks. In a replay attack, the adversary
collects images carrying the victim’s camera fingerprint and
submits them to the verifier. Such images can easily be
obtained from the victim’s social network. In a fingerprint
forgery attack, the adversary takes pictures of the verifier’s
interface and embeds the captured images with the victim’s
camera fingerprint. In this attack, the adversary can fabricate
arbitrary images carrying the victim’s camera fingerprint.

C. Smartphone Camera Fingerprinting

PRNU is a very reliable hardware fingerprint of digital cam-
eras [4], [16]. It is a multiplicative factor to the actual optical
view and originates from the non-uniform light-sensitivity of
millions of pixels. Denote K as the fingerprint of a digital
camera. An image captured by the camera can be represented
as I = (1+K) I0 +�, where I0 and � represents the actual
optical view and the random noise components respectively.

To determine if a query image Iq carries the PRNU
fingerprint of a smartphone camera, the verifier needs to
correlate the fingerprint of the query image to the reference
fingerprint of the target camera. Specifically, the verifier first
extracts the camera fingerprint of Iq using a denoising filter.
Because the PNRU fingerprint behaves like a white Gaussian
noise [4], [39], the obtained noise residue can be modeled
as Wq = I0

q Kq + �q [40], where �q is a combination
of other white Gaussian noises of the query image. The
verifier then prepares a reference fingerprint K̂ of the target
device. Due to the fact that smartphone cameras possess strong
fingerprints, the reference fingerprint can be the noise residue
of an image Ir taken by the target smartphone [2]. Finally,
the verifier evaluates the similarity between W and K̂ using
their Peak to Correlation Energy (PCE) [41]:

ρ = PC E
(

Wq , K̂
)

,

= PC E
(

I0
qKq +�q , I0

r Kr +�r

)
. (1)

The obtained PCE value is determined by the strength of
the noise components shared between Wq and K̂. It will
be significantly higher if Kq equals Kr . The verifier uses a
threshold to determine if the query image is indeed captured
by the target smartphone.

To illustrate PCE, we construct 800 matching image pairs
and 800 non-matching image pairs using iPhone 6 and con-
duct fingerprint matching. The obtained PCE distributions are
shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the PCE values of
matching image pairs are almost always higher than that of
non-matching image pairs. The reason why there is a small
overlap between those two distributions is because of the
existence of the random noise components (�r ). In practice,
the strength of �r can be suppressed through averaging the
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Fig. 2. PCE distributions of different image pairs. (a) and (b): Images
captured by the same smartphone show significantly higher PCE than images
captured by different smartphones. (c) In quick injection attacks, the PCE
between a forged image and a victim image lies in a similar range as the
PCE from matching image pairs (two victim images). (d) For forged images
fabricated by different adversarial devices, their PCE also lies in a similar
range as the PCE from matching image pairs.

noise residues of multiple images [42]. With a high-quality
fingerprint estimated from multiple images, the PCE values
obtained from matching images can be significantly improved.

D. Fingerprint Forgery

There are two strategies to modify the fingerprint of an
image: Quick Injection [6] and Fingerprint Replacement [2].

In quick injection, the adversary directly injects a victim’s
camera fingerprint into an image captured by a foreign device.
Specifically, the adversary first estimates a fingerprint K̂V

from multiple images captured by the victim smartphone. The
adversary then injects the obtained estimation into an image J
captured by a foreign smartphone by

J′ =
(

1+ αK̂V

)
J,

≈
(

1+ αK̂V

)
(1+KA) J0, (2)

where KA is the inherent fingerprint of J and α is the strength
factor that controls the injected fingerprint K̂V . With a proper
α, the adversary can easily adjust the strength of KV to the
legitimate range (Fig. 2(c)).

In a recent work, a forgery detection mechanism is pro-
posed to detect quick injection attacks by challenging the
user/adversary to provide two images and checking the PCE
between the noise residues of the received images [2]. If these
two images are fabricated by the same adversarial device,
the obtained PCE will exceed the normal range because of KA.
However, as shown in Fig. 2(d), forged images fabricated
by different adversarial devices will only share the victim’s
fingerprint and have a similarity value within the normal range.
The detection mechanism in [2] fails in this case.

In fingerprint replacement, the adversary removes the inher-
ent fingerprint of the target image before injecting the victim’s
camera fingerprint. Given an image J captured by a foreign
device, the adversary first extracts its noise residue WA using
a denoising Filter. He/She then removes WA from J by

J′0 = (1− βWA) J,

≈
(

1− βJ0KA

)
(1+KA) J0, (3)

where β controls the strength of the removed fingerprint.
By varying β, the adversary adjusts the strength of KA

to a negligible level. Finally, the adversary injects the vic-
tim’s camera fingerprint into the sanitized image J′0 using
equation 2. Images fabricated in this way will only contain the
fingerprint of the victim smartphone and are harder to detect.

IV. INTUITION AND VALIDATION

The key challenge for a practical camera-based smartphone
authentication system is to detect the quick injection attack and
the fingerprint replacement attack described in Section III-D.
Our system addresses these attacks through employing a spe-
cially designed photographing strategy which greatly increases
the difficulty of fabricating forged images without leaving
traces. Specifically, upon receiving a user’s authentication
request, the verifier requires the user to take pictures in burst
mode and to involve a simple movement into the photograph-
ing process. Both the captured images and the measurements
of the smartphone’s accelerometer need to be uploaded for
authentication. The verifier then detects quick injection attacks
and fingerprint replacement attacks through checking forgery-
sensitive features unique to burst images and correlations
between the captured images and the camera movement.
In this section, we describe the features and correlations to
be applied in our system, illustrate their sensitivity to each
kind of forgery attack, and provide experimental validations.

A. Intuition

We have observed two novel phenomena that can be used
to address fingerprint forgery attacks.

Noisechain in images taken in burst mode. Images in burst
mode are captured in quick succession. Short-term noise is
shared between sequentially captured images. Such short-term
noise may form a noisechain linking the random noise com-
ponents of burst images. This is counter-intuitive because it is
often believed that random noise components of unmodified
images (i.e. images that are not manipulated by an adversary)
are always random and independent. Therefore, during the
authentication process, the user shall take images in burst
mode and the noisechain can be used to detect forgery attacks.

Correlation between camera movement and noise. A shak-
ing camera may cause blurry images that a photographer
wants to avoid. However, the distortion caused by movement
is systematic, and it is likely to create correlations between the
noise components of the captured image and the instantaneous
velocity of the photographing device. Therefore, during the
authentication process, a user may shake the smartphone while
taking images and the correlation between camera movement
and noise in images may be utilized to defeat forgery attacks.

In the rest of this section, we present our validation of
the two phenomena and also validate that any modification
to the camera fingerprints from burst images will break the
integrity of the noisechain as well as the correlations with
movement. For each phenomenon, We employ 22 smart-
phones of 5 different models for evaluation: i) 10 iPhone 6;
ii) 3 Samsung Galaxy S8; iii) 3 LG G5; iv) 3 Samsung J3;
v) 3 Moto G4. The technical specifications of the smartphones
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TABLE I

DEVICES UNDER INVESTIGATION

Fig. 3. PCE distributions of burst image pairs. The distance between
two images refers to the difference between their position in the burst.
A distance of 1 indicates that the image pair contains two sequentially captured
images. A distance of Inf indicates that the image pair is unconnected. Each
distribution is obtained from 800 image pairs captured by iPhone 6.

are shown in Table I. These smartphones cover all burst rates
available in the market.

B. Existence of Noisechain

To demonstrate the existence of the noisechain, we compare
two types of image pairs: 1) Connected image pair: two
images in the same burst. The images are expected to share
both the camera fingerprint and the short-term noise if the
noisechain exists. 2) Unconnected image pair: two images
from different bursts but captured by the same smartphone.
The only noise component shared between the selected images
shall be the camera fingerprint. Please note that all images
used in this experiment were captured by hand-held cameras.
No two images in the same burst have identical image content.
Because the image content will only affect the PCE between
two images when there exists a region in the two images that
are identical and perfectly aligned, the PCE value obtained in
this experiment is not caused by similar image content.

For each image pair, we extract the noise residues of both
images and calculate their PCE value. Fig. 3 gives the box
plots of the PCE values A box plot is often used to display
the distribution of data. The distance between two images
refers to the difference between their position in a burst. Each
distribution is obtained from 800 image pairs captured by
iPhone 6. It can be observed that the PCE distributions of
the connected image pairs have a significantly higher median
and standard deviation than the distribution of the unconnected
image pairs. With the increasing distance, the distribution
of connected image pairs gets closer to the distribution of
unconnected image pairs. Since the strength of the camera
fingerprint is similar for all types of image pairs, these provide

Fig. 4. Universality of the noisechain. Each distribution is obtained from
800 image pairs.

convincing evidence that there are short-term noises affecting
the PCE values obtained from connected image pairs. Such
short-term noise can be partially preserved across multiple
images captured in a row, and the strength of the preserved
part gradually decreases with the increasing distance. In other
words, there is a noisechain embedded in the random noise
components of continuously captured burst images.

Universality of Noisechain: We now repeat the above exper-
iments with four other smartphone models. The distributions
of the obtained PCE values are shown in Fig. 4. We make
the following observations: 1) The noisechain is universal
for all smartphone models under investigation. Regardless
of the burst rate of the smartphone, the PCE distribution
of connected image pairs always has a higher median and
standard deviation than the distribution of unconnected image
pairs. 2) For smartphone models with a higher burst rate,
the standard deviation of their PCE distribution drops faster
with the distance between images. This result indicates that
the impact of the short-term noise increases with the burst
rate of the smartphone. 3) The standard deviation of the
PCE distributions obtained from LG G5 is relatively robust
across different types of image pairs. This is possibly because
LG G5 has employed many post-processing techniques on
the captured images. According to our experiment results,
most post-processing operations suppress the short-term noise
shared between continuously captured images. Such a robust
standard deviation has a positive impact on the performance
of the noisechain-based forgery detector.

C. Correlation Between Movement and Noise

Our experiment results clearly show two correlations
between an image’s noise components and the movement
of the camera. We now use one series of burst images to
help illustrating the two correlations. The universality of
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Fig. 5. A burst series captured by an iPhone 6. The burst rate of the camera
is 10 FPS, and the sampling rate of the accelerometer is 20 Hz.

these correlations will be demonstrated later. The burst series
contains 33 burst images captured by an iPhone 6. During
the photographing process, we first hold the smartphone still,
and then move the smartphone to the right side. After a
short stay, we move the smartphone back to the left side
and then terminate the photographing process. Fig. 5(a) plots
the smartphone’s accelerometer readings along the moving
direction (the X-axis). To visualize the movement pattern,
we calibrate the obtained accelerometer readings [12] and
calculate the instantaneous velocity at each sample point.
As shown in Fig. 5(b), the movement of the smartphone mainly
involves five stages: static, move to the right side, static, move
to the left side, and static.

1) Correlation With the Camera Fingerprint: The first
feature affected by the camera movement is the fingerprint
quality of the captured image. Although the PRNU of an
image sensor remains constant over time, the fingerprint signal
on an image can be distorted by the image’s random noise
components (e.g., environmental noise and image content).
Fingerprint quality is used to measure the similarity between
the fingerprint of an image and the real fingerprint of the
smartphone camera. A high fingerprint quality indicates that
the fingerprint of the image is less distorted and that image
is more likely to be accurately matched to its photographing
device. In practice, the fingerprint quality of an image is
normally estimated by calculating the PCE value between the
image’s noise residue and a high-quality reference fingerprint
of the photographing device. Fig. 5(c) plots the PCE values
between each test image and a strong reference fingerprint
estimated from five images. Please note that, although we
use five images to extract the reference fingerprint for the
purpose of a clear illustration, one image is enough for our
camera-based authentication system CIM. It can be observed
that the fingerprint quality of an image is significantly and

positively correlated with the instantaneous velocity of the
photographing device. This is because the images captured at
high movement speed are more blurry than images captured
at low movement speed. Camera fingerprints extracted from
blurred images are less distorted by the image content and
therefore have higher quality. We refer to the correlation
between the fingerprint quality and the camera movement as
the fingerprint-movement correlation.

2) Correlation With the Noise Residue: The second fea-
ture affected by the camera movement is the PAE of the
image’s noise residue. The noise residue of an image con-
sists of the camera fingerprint and random noise components
(e.g., environmental noise and image content). Given a noise
residue W of size m*n, the PAE can be calculated as:

P AE(W) = PC E(W, W)

= (W−W) · (W(speak)−W(speak))
1

mn−|N |
∑

s /∈N (W−W) · (W(s)−W(s))
, (4)

where (W−W) · (W(s)−W(s)) is the dot product between
W −W and W(s) −W(s) circularly shifted by vector s. N
is a small neighborhood around the peak [5]. Because the
peak for autocorrelation is always occurs as speak = [0, 0],
the equation 4 can be rewritten as

P AE(W) = V ar(W)
1

mn−|N |
∑

s /∈N (W−W) · (W(s)−W(s))
, (5)

where V ar(W) is the variance of the noise residue W.
Fig. 5(d) plots the PAE value of each test image. It can
be observed that the noise PAE of an image is negatively
correlated with the instantaneous velocity of the photographing
device as well as the fingerprint quality. This is because
the movement of the smartphone introduced weak periodic
signals into the captured image and increased the denomi-
nator in equation 5. We refer to the correlation between the
noise PAE and the camera movement as the noise-movement
correlation.

3) Universality of Correlations With Movement: We now
demonstrate the universality of the fingerprint-movement cor-
relation and the noise-movement correlation. We test two types
of images for comparison: 1) Moving image: a burst image
captured with a moving camera. 2) Static image: a burst
image captured with a stationary camera. We test 200 moving
images and 200 static images for each smartphone model
under investigation.

Fig. 6 shows the distributions of the noise PAE and the
fingerprint quality of the tested images. It can be observed
that, in most cases, the fingerprint quality of a moving image
is significantly higher than the fingerprint quality of a static
image, and the opposite is true for the noise PAE of these
images. The fingerprint-movement correlation and the noise-
movement correlation are both universal for all tested smart-
phone models. For several smartphone models, there exists a
small overlap between the distributions of moving images and
static images. This is because both the fingerprint quality and
the noise PAE vary from one image to another. Fortunately,
such overlap only exists in the distributions constructed across
different burst series.
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Fig. 6. Noise-movement correlation and fingerprint-movement correlation.
The fingerprint quality is estimated using a reference fingerprint extracted
from five burst images.

D. Sensitivity to Fingerprint Forgery Attacks

To illustrate the impact of fingerprint forgery operations
on burst images, we construct three series of burst images
for comparison: 1) Normal burst series: an unmodified burst
series containing 33 images captured in a row. We use the burst
series shown in Fig. 5. 2) Injection burst series: a forged burst
series fabricated through the quick injection strategy described
in Section III-D. 3) Replacement burst series: a forged burst
series fabricated through the fingerprint replacement strategy
described in Section III-D. We first generate a sanitized burst
series by removing the inherent fingerprints of the normal burst
series. We then inject a foreign fingerprint into a sanitized
burst series. The injection strength (α) in Equation 2 is set to
be 0.03 so that the forged image will have a victim fingerprint
within the normal quality range. For fingerprint removal,
the strength factor (β) in Equation 3 is set to be 0.02 to
completely eliminate the image’s inherent fingerprint.

Each victim fingerprint is extracted from a training set
of five images. The victim fingerprints injected into differ-
ent images are always extracted from different and non-
overlapping training sets. To explain why, consider an adver-
sary using two training sets S1 and S2 that both contain
an image I. In a forgery attack, the adversary fabricates
two forged images J′1 and J′2 using respectively the victim
fingerprint KA1 extracted from S1 and the victim fingerprint
KA2 extracted from S2. Because an extracted fingerprint will
also carry the random noise components of the applied victim
images. KA1 and KA2 will both carry the random noise

Fig. 7. Impact of common images on the similarity between fingerprint
estimations. KA1 and KA2 are estimated from non-overlapping image sets.
The image sets applied to estimate KA2 and KA3 have 20% common images

Fig. 8. PCE values of connected image pairs selected from different burst
series. For each image pair, the image # is the sequential number of the first
image, and sum of the image # and the distance is the sequential number of
the second image.

components of I, making the PCE between J′1 and J′2 higher
than a normal value. As a result, the adversary is exposed.
To demonstrate this phenomenon, we conduct experiments
with image sets of five different sizes: 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30.
For each setting, we construct 3 image sets S1, S2 and S3
using images captured by the same iPhone 6. S1 and S2
are non-overlapping image sets. S2 and S3 have 20% com-
mon images. We then extract KA1, KA2 and KA3 from
the three image sets and calculate PC E(KA1, KA2) and
PC E(KA3, KA2). Figure 7 plots the PCE values obtained from
different settings. It can be observed that, due to the existence
of common images, the PCE value between KA3 and KA2 is
always significantly higher than that between KA2 and KA1.

1) Noisechain: We construct connected image pairs from
each burst series and calculate their PCE values. Fig. 8
shows the heat map of the PCE values obtained from the
first ten images of each burst series. It can be seen that
the heat map of the normal burst series has an attenuation
pattern, in which the PCE values gradually decrease with
the increasing distance. For the injection burst series and the
replacement burst series, there is no such attenuation pattern
in their heat maps. This is because the fingerprints injected
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Fig. 9. Correlations with movement. The fingerprint quality is estimated
using a reference fingerprint extracted from five burst images. (a) Fingerprint
quality. (b) Noise PAE.

into different images are derived from different image sets
and thus have non-uniform fingerprint quality. The injection of
these non-uniform fingerprints severely distorts the attenuation
pattern of the target burst series’ heat map.

The second observation is that the PCE values obtained
from forged burst series are significantly higher than the PCE
values obtained from the normal burst series. For the injection
burst series, this phenomenon is caused by the extra camera
fingerprint carried in forged images. For the replacement burst
series, this phenomenon is caused by the introduction of a
new noise component. Following the fingerprint replacement
strategy, the adversary removes the inherent fingerprints of
target images before injecting the collected fingerprints, in the
hope of decreasing the PCE values between forged images.
However, as will be shown in Section VII-D, removing the
fingerprint of an image using adaptive-denoising will introduce
the negation of that image’s short-term noise into the sanitized
image. This noise component is shared between forged images
and causes the PCE values between forged images to be
significantly higher than that between normal images.

Our last observation is that the noisechain is also affected
by the movement of the photographing device. A com-
parison between Fig. 8 and Fig. 3 reveals that the stan-
dard deviation of the PCE values in Fig. 8 is much lower
than the standard deviation in Fig. 3. This is because
the former experiment involves camera movement. Accord-
ing to our experiment results, the standard deviation of
the strength of the short-term noise sharply decreases
with the increasing instantaneous velocity of the camera.
In this paper, we refer to this phenomenon as the noisechain-
movement correlation. As will be shown in Section VII-C,
this correlation can be used to improve the performance of the
noisechain-based forgery detector.

2) The Correlations With Movement: Fig. 9 plots the fin-
gerprint quality and the noise PAE calculated from each burst
series. For the injection burst series and the replacement
burst series, both the fingerprint-movement correlation and
the noise-movement correlation are severely distorted. These
distortions, like the distortion of the attenuation pattern, are
primarily caused by the injection of non-uniform camera
fingerprints. Due to the fact that the fingerprints extracted
from different image sets are normally rather different in terms
of fingerprint quality and noise PAE, it is difficult for an
adversary to preserve both correlations at the same time.

Fig. 10. Screen layout and photographing route. (a) Screen layout. (b) Pho-
tographing route (start). (c) Photographing route (middle). (d) Photographing
route (end).

Another major difference between the normal burst series
and modified burst series is the distribution of their noise PAE.
As shown in Fig. 9(b), the noise PAE of a normal image is
significantly lower than the noise PAE of a modified image.
This is intuitive because both the injection burst series and
replacement burst series involve a fingerprint injection process.
Because the camera fingerprint is also a white Gaussian noise,
the fingerprint injection process actually introduces extra noise
into the target image and will inevitably increase the noise PAE
of the forged image.

V. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this section, we introduce the CIM protocol with the
proposed forgery detectors in detail. The architecture of our
system is the same as the one in Fig. 1 while the underlying
protocol is different. CIM allows a user to submit either
single or multiple images for authentication.

A. CIM Protocol

The proposed authentication system has two phases: the
registration phase and the authentication phase. During the
registration phase, the verifier requires the user to submit a user
name, the smartphone model, and a burst series captured by
his/her smartphone. The reason for requiring the smartphone
model is that several thresholds used by CIM are different
for different smartphone models. After receiving these data,
the verifier extracts a reference fingerprint (K̂) from the
received burst images and constructs a profile <user name,
reference fingerprint, smartphone model> for this user.

In the authentication phase, the user sends out a transaction
along with the user name to the verifier. The verifier then
authenticates the user through the following procedures:

Step 1: the verifier generates two fresh and different QR
codes (I1

Q R, I2
Q R) and displays them on its interface simulta-

neously. Each of the QR codes is encoded with the metadata
of the ongoing transaction, a time stamp, and a random string.

Step 2: the user captures the QR codes following the
specified route shown in Fig. 10(a). The user first points the
smartphone camera to the first QR code and initiates the
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photographing process in burst mode. While photographing,
the user moves the smartphone along the route and stops at
the second QR code as shown in Fig. 10(d). The measurements
of the accelerometer are recorded during the photographing
process. The user then uploads single or multiple captured
images ({I1, . . . , In}) along with the corresponding accelerom-
eter readings (Acc) to the verifier through a wireless channel.

Step 3: upon receiving the burst series uploaded by the user,
the verifier conducts liveness detection, fingerprint matching,
and forgery detection to verify the user’s smartphone.

Liveness detection: The verifier detects the required
QR codes in the received burst series. The authentication
request will be rejected unless all the images in the burst series
carry at least one of the required QR codes.

Fingerprint matching: The verifier first extracts the noise
residue of each received image using a denoising filter. It then
calculates the PCE values between the reference fingerprint
of the legitimate smartphone and each of the noise residues.
The obtained PCE values are stored in a vector VF . Finally,
it compares the minimum value of VF with a predefined
threshold in order to detect if all the images uploaded by the
user carry the fingerprint of the legitimate device.

Forgery detection: This process differs depending on the
number of images submitted by the user. If the user submits
multiple images for authentication, the verifier detects finger-
print forgery attacks using both the noisechain-based forgery
detector and movement-based forgery detector introduced
below. In the case that the user submits a single image for
authentication, CIM requires the user to submit the image
covering both QR codes (Fig. 10(c)). This image is normally
the one captured at the highest movement speed, i.e., the
image carrying the maximum fingerprint quality and minimum
noise PAE of the captured burst series. Upon receiving this
particular image, the verifier detects fingerprint forgery attacks
by checking the noise PAE of the received image. Because the
minimum noise PAE is the most powerful feature in detecting
fingerprint forgery attacks (will be shown in Section VII),
CIM can still provide reliable detection results.

In practice, the selection of the number of images to be
submitted by the user depends on the specific application
scenario and the verifier’s security requirements. In the single-
image authentication mode, both the transmission overhead
and the computational overhead are minimized. The veri-
fier checks a single feature for the detection of fingerprint
forgery attacks. So far, we have yet to find any practical
attacks against this detection mechanism. In the multiple-
images authentication mode, the transmission overhead and
the computational overhead increase. However, the verifier is
able to take advantage of the two forgery detectors, which
make the authentication system highly secure.

B. Noisechain-based Forgery Detector

In order to detect the integrity of the noisechain, we con-
struct two correlation matrices for the received burst series
{I1, . . . , In}. The left correlation matrix CL is an (n − 5)× 5
matrix. Its entry CL [i, j ] is the PCE value between the noise
residues of Ii and Ii− j . The right correlation matrix CR is
an (n − 5) × 5 matrix. Its entry CR [i, j ] is the PCE value

Fig. 11. Correlation between a burst mode image and nearby images. The
x axis is the number of nearby images in the sequence of the images. For
instance, in the first figure, the PCE at the image #2 refers to the PCE value
between image #7 and image #2.

between the noise residues of Ii and Ii+ j . After obtaining these
correlation matrices, the verifier checks three features for the
detection of fingerprint forgery attacks: the mean, the standard
deviation, and the attenuation pattern.

The reason for choosing the mean and standard deviation is
because all forged burst series contain extra noise components.
As discussed in Section IV-D, a burst series fabricated through
the quick injection strategy carries the fingerprint of the
adversarial device, and a burst series fabricated through the
fingerprint replacement strategy carries the negation of the
short-term noise. Because of these extra noises, the correlation
matrices of a forged burst series always has a significantly
higher mean and standard deviation than those of a legitimate
burst series. Here we use the mean and standard deviation of
the concatenated matrices (CL and CR). The authentication
request is rejected if any of the two values is larger than a
predefined threshold.

If both the mean and the standard deviation are within the
normal range, the detector will further check the attenuation
pattern of the correlation matrices. In the ideal case, the value
of CL [i, j ] and CR [i, j ] should both gradually decrease as
j increases. In practice, few matrices can strictly follow such
a pattern. For instance, the heat map shown in Fig. 8 is
apparently more “noisy” than the ideal case. This is because
the strength of the camera fingerprint and the short-term
noise usually vary from one image to another. This inevitably
introduces uncertainty into the obtained correlation matrices
and makes it difficult to conduct pattern matching.

In order to overcome the above issue, we design a pattern
matching algorithm named Slope Counting. The key obser-
vation behind slope counting is, although most correlation
matrices are unlikely to strictly follow the attenuation pattern,
their attenuation trends are surprisingly robust. To illustrate,
we pick three images from a burst series and plot their
attenuation trends using the linear fitting. As shown in Fig. 11,
their correlations to nearby images always tend to increase on
the left side and to decrease on the right side. Leveraging
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this observation, Slope Counting calculates the percentage of
fitting lines that match the desired trends and use thresholding
to determine if the noisechain has been distorted.

Specifically, the Slope Counting algorithm works as fol-
lows. Given a burst series {I1, ..., In} submitted by the query
smartphone, Slope Counting first generates the left correlation
matrix CL and the right correlation matrix CR . Then, for
both CL and CR , the algorithm generates linear fitting lines
for each row and record their slopes. The slopes obtained
from the t th row of the left correlation matrix and of the
right correlation matrix are respectively represented as mL

t and
mR

t . The algorithm then compares the obtained slopes with
predefined thresholds (ωL and ωR) in order to determine if the
fitting lines match the desired trends. Finally, Slope Counting
counts the number of matching slopes and outputs a matching
ratio η that represents the percentage of matching slopes. The
details of Slope Counting are shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Slope Counting
F1 function Slope_Counting ({I1, ..., In}, i, j )
1. (CL , CR)← CorrelationMatri x({I1, ..., In})
2. for t:= 1 to n-5 do
3.

(
mL

t , mR
t

)← Linear Fi t (CL [t, :] , CR [t, :])
4. If (mL

t > ωL) then
5. Count ← Count + 1
6. end if
7. If (mR

t < ωR) then
8. Count ← Count + 1
9. end if
10. end for
11. Return Count

2(n−5)
end function

C. Movement-Based Forgery Detector

The movement-based forgery detector builds upon the
observation that introducing foreign fingerprints into a burst
series will inevitably increase their noise PAE and will distort
their correlation with the movement pattern. In particular,
the detector uses three features to differentiate forged burst
series from legitimate ones: the minimum noise PAE, the
maximum noise PAE, and the correlation with movement.

During the authentication process, the detector first con-
structs a noise vector VN , which stores the noise PAE of each
query image. For image Ii , its noise PAE VN [i ] is calcu-
lated using PC E (Wi , Wi ), where Wi is the noise residue
of Ii . The detector then finds the maximum (V max

N ) and the
minimum (V min

N ) of VN and compares them with predefined
thresholds (ωmax

N and ωmin
N ). Because all received burst series

are captured following the movement pattern shown in Fig. 10,
the maximum of VN is always obtained at an image captured
at the stationary stage and the minimum of VN is always
obtained at an image captured at the high movement speed.
This makes the range of the noise PAE remarkably robust
for legitimate burst series. Therefore, we choose a ωmin

N that
is slightly higher than the lower limit of the normal range
and directly use the upper limit as ωmax

N . The authentication

request will be rejected if either V max
N or V min

N is higher than
the corresponding threshold.

If all the elements in VN are within the normal range,
the detector further checks the fingerprint-movement correla-
tion and the noise-movement correlation. Here we use the lin-
ear correlation coefficient as our similarity metrics. It outputs a
value ranging from -1 to 1, where 1 represents a total positive
linear correlation, 0 represents no linear correlation, and -
1 represents a total negative linear correlation. The verification
process is as follows: 1) Calibrate the accelerometer readings
Acc through eliminating gain and offset errors unique to
individual smartphones [12]. 2) Constructs a vector VV that
stores the instantaneous velocity corresponding to each image
in the burst series. Since the photographing process starts
at a static stage, this vector VV can be easily calculated
using the calibrated accelerometer readings. 3) Calculates
correlation (VN , VV ) and correlation (VF , VV ) and com-
pares their absolute values with a predefined threshold ωC .
The burst series will be identified as forged if either of them
is lower than ωC .

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we introduce our experimental methodology
and present results validating the feasibility of our camera-
based smartphone authentication system.

A. Experimental Methodology

Camera Fingerprinting: The analysis of camera fingerprints
is conducted using Matlab on a Windows system. All of the
images evaluated in this section are captured in the indoor
environment because an authentication is seldom carried out
in an outdoor environment. For fingerprint extraction and
matching, we use the code published by the digital data
embedding laboratory [5]. Specifically, we use the wavelet-
based denoising filter described in [16] to extract the noise
residue of an image. The noise residue is then processed by
a zero-mean filter to remove linear patterns and a Wiener
Filter in Fourier domain to remove periodical patterns. These
procedures reduce the impact of the artifacts common to same-
model cameras and the artifacts caused by JPEG compression.
For fingerprint forgery attacks, all forged images in this paper
are saved in the JPEG format with a quality factor of 95.
This quality factor controls the compression ratio of the JPEG
compression process. In matlab, it is a scalar in the range
0 to 100, where 0 indicates the highest compression and
100 indicates the highest quality. Intuitively, the adversary
may want to use a quality factor of 100 to preserve the
quality of the injected fingerprint. However, according to our
experiment results, both kinds of fingerprint forgery attack
can significantly increase the file size of the forged image.
A forged image stored with a quality factor of 100 is normally
at least twice the file size of a legitimate image, and thus can
easily be detected. Therefore, the quality factor is set to 95 in
our experiment. Under this setting, the forged images have a
similar file size as a legitimate one and will preserve most of
the injected camera fingerprint.

Devices: We employ 22 smartphones of 5 different models
for evaluation: i) 10 iPhone 6; ii) 3 Samsung Galaxy S8;
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Fig. 12. PCE distribution of burst images. For matching image pairs, the PCE
value is mainly determined by the strength of the camera fingerprint.

iii) 3 LG G5; iv) 3 Samsung J3; v) 3 Moto G4. The technical
specifications of the smartphones are shown in Table I.

Metrics: False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and True Acceptance
Rate (TAR) measure the likelihood that a illegitimate/legitimate
burst series is wrongly/correctly accepted by the verifier.
FAR and TAR vary depending on the chosen thresholds.
In practice, the thresholds are often determined by setting an
upper bound for the FAR, which is set to 0% in this paper.
Peak to Correlation Energy (PCE) measures the similarity
degree between two noise residues. In this paper, it is used
not only to measure the correlation between a query image’s
noise residue and the reference fingerprint, but also to indicate
the fingerprint quality of a burst series. Box plot is a graphical
plot that displays the distribution of the obtained PCE values
based on five values: minimum value, first quartile, median,
third quartile, and maximum. It is used to compare the
PCE distribution of different experimental settings.

B. Smartphone Identification via Burst Images

We first demonstrate the feasibility of using burst images
in camera identification. For each smartphone model, we con-
struct 800 matching image pairs and 800 non-matching image
pairs. Recall that a matching image pair contains two burst
images captured by the same smartphone. The two images of
an image pair are always selected from different burst series
in order to eliminate the interference from noisechains. A non-
matching image pair contains two burst images captured by
different smartphones of the same model. Each of the test
images is randomly selected from a burst series.

Fig. 12 shows the PCE distributions obtained from each
smartphone model. It can be observed that the PCE values
obtained from matching image pairs are significantly higher
than the PCE values obtained from non-matching image pairs.
This indicates that the fingerprints carried in burst images
are strong enough to differentiate off-the-shelf smartphones
(with 100% TAR at 0% FAR). Another worthy observation
is that, for iPhone 6, the PCE values obtained from burst
images are ten times higher than the PCE values obtained from
normal images that are not captured in burst mode (Fig. 2).
This is likely because shooting in burst mode will lead to
considerable computational cost. iPhone 6 may disable some
post-processing in order to allow a faster burst rate. Most
post-processing operations suppress the camera fingerprint of
the target image. The takeaway message is that burst images

Fig. 13. Impact of the QR code on fingerprint quality. (a) QR set. (b) NonQR
set.

are at least as good as normal images in differentiating
smartphones.

C. The Impact of the QR Code on Smartphone Identification

Because the texture of an image can significantly affect the
quality of the fingerprint extracted from that image, we now
evaluate the impact of the QR code on the camera fingerprint.
We construct two image sets for comparison. 1) QR set:
200 burst images constructed through photographing two QR
codes shown on an iPad Pro. We use the version 2 QR codes
with data correction level M. The first QR code contains
35 alphanumeric characters and the second QR code contains
60 numeric values. 2) NonQR set: 200 burst images captured in
the same room without the presence of the verifier’s interface
(i.e., the iPad Pro). We calculate the PCE between the images
in each set with a reference fingerprint extracted from a burst
image. The reference image is captured without the presence
of the QR codes. Fig. 13 plots the distribution of the PCE
values obtained from each set. The results are counter-intuitive
because the PCE value obtained from the QR set is even
higher than that from the Non-QR set. We found that this
is because the intensity of the ambient light is increased due
to the presence of the iPad Pro. The takeaway message is that
it is feasible to use QR code images for camera identification.

VII. ATTACK DETECTION

In this section, we discuss the security of CIM through
examining its resistance against the replay attack, the finger-
print forgery attacks described in Section III, and advanced
adversaries who fully know our detection mechanism.

A. Replay Attacks

Under replay attacks, our system can achieve a 100%
detection rate. This is intuitive because the verifier generates
fresh QR codes for each authentication request and never reuse
them. Because even the lowest version of the QR code can
support up to 5.7× 1045 different images (QR code Model 2,
Version 1, ECC L [43]), it is hardly possible for the attacker to
bypass the liveness detection mechanism within limited trials.

B. Fingerprint Forgery attacks

The fingerprint forgery attack is the most challenging attack
which enables the adversary to fabricate arbitrary images
carrying the victim’s camera fingerprint. As introduced in
Section III-D, there are two strategies to fabricate forged
images: 1) Quick Injection, the adversary directly injects a
victim’s camera fingerprint into an image captured by an
adversarial device. 2) Fingerprint Replacement, the adversary
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Fig. 14. Distribution of each feature. (a) Mean. (b) Standard deviation.
(c) Matching Ratio. (d) Maximum. (e) Minimum. (f) Correlation.

removes the inherent fingerprint of the target image before
injecting the victim’s camera fingerprint.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed detectors in
detecting these forgery attacks, we construct three kinds of
burst series for comparison: 1) Legitimate burst series: a
series of unmodified burst images. This is the burst series
submitted by legitimate users. 2) Injection burst series: a
forged burst series fabricated through the quick injection
strategy. Specifically, to fabricate a forged image, we first
extract a reference fingerprint K̂V through averaging the
noise residues of five burst images captured by the victim
smartphone. We then embed K̂V into the target image J using
J′ =

(
1+ αK̂V

)
J. The reference fingerprints injected into

different images are always extracted from different and non-
overlapping image sets. 3) Replacement burst series: a forged
burst series fabricated through the fingerprint replacement
strategy. In this attack, we first extract the noise residue W
of the target image J using the denoising filter implemented
in [5]. We then remove W from J using J′0 = (1− βWA) J.
Finally, we embed a victim fingerprint into the sanitized image
J′0 using the same approach as the quick injection attack.
The strength factors (α and β) for each smartphone model
are empirically derived. The length of the burst series is
set to be 20 images since the attenuation pattern and the
correlation coefficient requires a long burst series to achieve
robust detection rate. The impact of the burst series length will
be evaluated in Section VII-C.

We construct 60 burst series of each type for the smart-
phones listed in Table I. For each smartphone model, we calcu-
late the proposed features from each burst-series and examine
the distributions of the obtained values. The obtained distrib-
utions are very similar across all tested smartphones, except
for the range of PCE values. To illustrate the performance
of each feature, Fig. 10(a). shows a plot of the distributions
obtained from iPhone 6. It can be observed that, for most
features, there is no overlap between the distributions of
legitimate burst series and that of forged burst series. The
mean of the correlation matrix and the minimum noise PAE
are particularly effective. For the correlation coefficient, there

Fig. 15. Detection of forgery attacks: the TAR of each feature at a FAR
of 0%. The combined result is obtained through a bagged decision tree.

is a small overlap between the distributions of different burst
series. This is because the accelerometers on smartphones
are very noisy. The performance of this feature could be
improved if advanced denoising methods are adopted. Several
possible calibration approaches are discussed in Section IX-A.
Fig. 15 summarizes the TAR of each feature at a FAR of 0%.
The proposed forgery detectors achieve 100% TAR in detect-
ing forgery attacks.

C. Impact of Burst Series Length

We now investigate the impact of the burst series length on
the proposed system. Here we consider the scenario where
the verifier still follows the challenge-response process in
Section V-A, except that it only requires the user to submit
part of the captured burst series for authentication.

We conduct the evaluation with burst series of five different
lengths: 16, 12, 8, 4, and 1. To construct a burst series of
length n, we first capture a burst series of length 20 following
the photographing route in Fig. 10(a). We then select n
consecutive images from the captured burst series and use
them to construct the shorter burst series. In particular, if n is
greater than 10, we select the first n images from the captured
burst series. The constructed burst series contains images
captured at the static stage as well as at the moving stage.
If n is less than 10, we select n images around the middle of
the burst series. This ensures that the constructed burst series
will always contain images captured at the high movement
speed. For each burst series length, we construct 60 legitimate
burst series, 60 injection burst series and 60 replacement burst
series and evaluate the proposed forgery detectors. Table II
shows the TAR of each feature at 0% FAR.

For the movement-based forgery detector, the maximum and
the minimum of the noise PAE can always achieve 100% TAR
at 0% FAR. This is because all tested burst series contain
images captured at the high movement speed. Due to the noise-
movement correlation, the minimum noise PAE is fairly stable
across burst series of different lengths. For the burst series
of length 1, the minimum noise PAE is just the noise PAE
of the single image. For the correlation coefficient, the TAR
drops rapidly when the burst series length drops below 10.
This is because, under the short and simple movement pattern,
the correlation coefficient calculated from forged burst series
can also be very high. However, if the upper bound of the
FAR is raised, this feature can also provide the verifier with
valuable information (as shown in Fig 16(a)).
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TABLE II

THE TAR OF EACH FEATURE AT A FAR OF 0%

Fig. 16. ROC curves. When calculating the matching ratio, if the length is
set to 8 and 4, each slop is calculated from 3 and 2 neighbors respectively.
(a) Correlation. (b) Standard deviation. (c) Attenuation rate.

For the noisechain-based forgery detector, the mean value of
the correlation matrices can always achieve 100% TAR at 0%
FAR. For the standard deviation, the TAR approaches 100%
when the burst series length drops below 10. This is because
the burst series with a length of fewer than 10 images will
only contain images captured in the moving stage. Due to the
noisechain-movement correlation (introduced in Section IV),
a legitimate burst series containing only moving stage images
will always have a fairly low standard deviation, which makes
it easy to differentiate forged burst series and legitimate ones.
For the attenuation pattern, the TAR drops quickly with the
decreasing of the burst series length. But once again, through
raising the upper bound of the FAR, the attenuation pattern can
also provide valuable information (as shown in Fig. 16(c)).

D. Detection of Advanced Adversary

We now discuss advanced adversaries who are capable of
collecting a large number of images captured by the victim
smartphone and knowing the detailed setting of our defending
mechanism. In order to bypass the forgery detectors of CIM,
the burst series fabricated by the adversary should meet the
following requirements:

1) Proper Inter-Frame Similarity: The similarity value
between the noise residues of continuously captured images
should lie in the normal range. Conventionally, this is achieved
by removing the inherent fingerprint of the target images.
Since normal images share only the camera fingerprint of
the photographing device, the fingerprint removal process can
easily reduce their correlation to a negligible level and thereby
balance out the similarity gain caused by the subsequent
fingerprint injection process. In our setting, due to the use
of burst images, the fingerprint removal process will also
affect the short-term noise shared between adjacent images.
The adversary needs to find a removing approach that can

Fig. 17. Impact of fingerprint removal. The fingerprint quality is estimated
using a reference fingerprint extracted from five burst images. In the two
round removal, the removal factor for the first round is set to be 0.12 in order
to minimize the noise PAE of the sanitized images. (a) One round removal.
(b) Two round removal.

balance out the similarity gain caused by the fingerprint
injection process and can retain the attenuation pattern of the
noisechain. Specifically, the adversary needs to remove the
adversarial device’s camera fingerprint without distorting the
relative strength of the short-term noises.

We first evaluate the classical fingerprint removal approach.
As shown in Fig. 17(a), due to the existence of the short-term
noise, the classical fingerprint removal method can no longer
reduce the inter-frame similarity to a negligible level. The san-
itized images will still have considerable similarity even when
the adversarial device’s fingerprint is completely removed
(β = 0.02). This is because a new common component is
introduced into the sanitized images due to over-removing,
which refers to the situation that the applied removal factor is
higher than the strength of the short-term noise carried in the
target images. Denote the target image’s short-term noise as
Ws and its strength as βs . Conducting fingerprint removal with
a β of 0.02 is similar to introducing a new noise component
(−Ws) with a strength of (0.02− βs).

Since the ineffectiveness of the classical fingerprint removal
approach is caused by over-removing the short-term noise,
we further test an iterative fingerprint removal approach. In this
approach, the target images go through multiple rounds of clas-
sical fingerprint removal with small strength factors. Fig. 17(b)
plots the results obtained from a two-round removal. It can
be observed that the iterative removal approach can reduce
the inter-frame similarity to a very low degree, making it
possible for the adversary to balance out the similarity gain
caused by fingerprint injection. However, the iterative removal
approach will weaken and even distort the attenuation pattern
of the noisechain, which makes it harder for the adversary
to preserve the attenuation pattern in the forged burst series.
Moreover, as will be shown later, the iterative fingerprint
removal approach will also make the noise PAE of the target
images far exceeds the normal range.

2) Proper Noise PAE: The noise PAE of all forged images
should lie in the normal range. To meet this requirement,
the adversary needs to find the proper removal strength that
could balance out the extra noise introduced by the subsequent
fingerprint injection process. Fig. 18 shows the relationship
between the removal strength and the noise PAE. We make
the following observations: 1) The fingerprint removal process
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Fig. 18. Impact of iterative removal on the noise PAE of two images. In (b),
the removal strength for round 1 is set to 0.012. (a) The first round of removal.
(b) The second round of removal.

can reduce the noise PAE of the target image, but only when
the removal strength is sufficiently small (lower than 0.012).
2) The removal strength that achieves the lowest noise PAE
cannot reduce the inter-frame similarity to the required degree.
3) Regardless of the removal method or the removal factor,
the reduction of the noise PAE can hardly balance out the
extra noise introduced by the subsequent fingerprint injection
process. So far, the best strategy to reduce the PAE gain
caused by fingerprint injection is to use high-quality victim
fingerprints and low injection factors.

3) Attenuation Pattern: The forged burst series should have
the attenuation pattern introduced in Section IV-D. Generally,
there are two ways to implement this requirement: 1) Preserve
the attenuation pattern of the captured burst series: due to
the fact that the attenuation pattern is mainly distorted by
the non-uniform fingerprints injected into the burst series,
the adversary could try to preserve the attenuation pattern by
carefully selecting the injection strength for each image of the
burst series. However, it could take a large number of iterations
for the adversary to find the proper factors, which makes
this strategy extremely time-consuming. 2) Falsify a fake
attenuation pattern through injecting a forged noisechain. The
injected noisechain should be strong enough to overwhelm the
non-uniformity introduced by the fingerprint injection process.
Although this strategy is more efficient than the previous one,
it will inevitably increase the inter-frame similarity and the
noise PAE of the fabricated burst series.

4) Correlations With Movement: the forged burst series
should preserve the fingerprint-movement correlation and the
noise-movement correlation. Implementing this requirement
also requires the adversary to carefully select the injection
strength for each image of the captured burst series. It is
particularly difficult and time-consuming to find the proper
injection factors that can preserve the attenuation pattern,
the fingerprint-movement correlation, and the noise-movement
correlation at the same time.

In conclusion, the best strategy for fingerprint injection
is to embed the captured images with high-quality victim
fingerprints using carefully selected injection factors. The
best strategy for fingerprint removal is to conduct multiple
rounds of denoising using low removal factors. To understand
the performance of these strategies, we conducted a quick
injection attack and a fingerprint replacement attack using
600 victim images captured by a Samsung S8. During the

TABLE III

ADVANCED ADVERSARY WITH 600 IMAGES

photographing of victim images, we target the smartphone
camera at the same background with minor angle change. The
resulting images have similar fingerprint quality and make
it easier for us to find the proper injection factors. In this
experiment, we first estimate 20 victim fingerprints from these
images (each from 30 images). We then construct a 20-image
burst series using another Samsung S8 and conduct the quick
injection attack and the fingerprint replacement attack. We use
carefully selected injection factors for fingerprint injection and
employ three-round fingerprint removal.

Table III lists the value of each feature before and after
each kind of attack. For the fingerprint injection attack, due to
the application of high-quality fingerprints and low injection
factor, the PAE gain caused by fingerprint injection is relatively
low, though still detectable. The correlation with movement
and the attenuation pattern were partially preserved due to
the carefully selected injection factors. However, because of
the existence of the adversarial device’s camera fingerprint,
the mean of the injection burst series is significantly higher
than that in the legitimate burst-series. For the fingerprint
replacement attack, the mean is significantly decreased due to
the removal of the adversarial device’s fingerprint. However,
the fingerprint removal process increased the Noise PAE of the
forged images and further distorted the attenuation pattern as
well as the correlation with movement. Therefore, it is difficult
for the adversary to generate forged burst series satisfying all
the above requirements. The noisechain-based forgery detector
and the movement-based forgery detector significantly raise
the bar for fingerprint forgery attacks.

VIII. USABILITY STUDY

In this section, we discuss the time overhead of CIM and
present the user study results.

A. Time Overhead

The overhead of a camera-based smartphone authentication
system comes from two aspects: transmitting the images to
the verifier and verifying the camera fingerprint. With LTE,
the time overhead of the transmission stage is acceptable in
most application scenarios. For instance, four images captured
by Samsung J3 are around 1.5 MB in total. Using T-Mobile
LTE (16 Mbps [44]), the user is able to upload the images
to the verifier within one second. Fig. 19 shows the compu-
tation overhead of CIM under different settings. The verifi-
cation is conducted on a laptop with an 8-core CPU running
at 2.8 GHz. Each overhead value is an average of computation
time for 20 times of authentication. It can be observed that the
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Fig. 19. (a) Time overhead of different smartphones. (b) Impact of image
resolution. (c) Impact of burst series length. The verifier uses the parallel pool
of Matlab with four workers. For (a) and (b), the burst series length is four.
For (c), the images are captured by a Samsung J3.

TABLE IV

USABILITY STUDY

computation overhead of CIM is relatively large and increases
quickly with the burst series length and the image resolution.
The reason is twofold. First, although different images are
processed in parallel, there are only four workers in the parallel
pool of Matlab. Second, the code for fingerprint extraction
and matching has not been optimized for efficiency. Utilizing
GPU computing and parallel computing, the efficiency of the
system can be greatly improved. Another promising direction
to reduce the computation overhead is to use downscaled
images. On the one hand, because of the strong fingerprint
of smartphone cameras, downscaled images can also provide
reliable identification results. On the other hand, because the
downscaling process has a uniform impact (proportional to the
scaling ratio) on the noise components of all target images [2],
the downscaled images will preserve the noisechain and the
correlations with movement.

B. User Study

To evaluate the usability of the proposed system, we set up
an iPad Pro as the verifier and involve ten male participants
and ten female participants to use the proposed scheme with
their preferred angle and speed normally. According to [45],
testing 20 users is sufficient to get statistically significant
results. During each test, we first provide an introduction to
the system and conduct an authentication for the demonstration
purpose. Each participant is then required to carry out three
rounds of authentication using an iPhone 6. We then upload
the captured images to a laptop and conduct the detection
processes. Table IV lists the TAR of each detection process.
For fingerprint matching and forgery detection, our system
employed 20 images for each authentication attempt and
achieved 100% TAR. For liveness detection, the system failed
to detect the QR codes in several images of two burst captured
by a user. This is because one of the position markers in those
images is blocked by the reflection of a lamp. After adjusting
the angle of the iPad Pro, the images captured by that user also
succeeds in passing the liveness detection process. Therefore,
individual differences among users do not affect the accuracy
of the system.

IX. POINTS OF DISCUSSION

We now discuss a few points about the practical use of CIM.

A. Accelerometer

Accelerometers on smartphones are known to be noisy
and unreliable. In CIM, accelerometers are calibrated through
removing the gain and offset errors incurred by manufactur-
ing imperfection [12]. In practice, the verifier can remove
noise further by applying noise reduction filters or through
crosschecking the accelerometer with the smartphone’s built-
in gyroscope. Another issue with the accelerometer is that an
adversary may upload fake accelerometer readings in the hope
of bypassing the movement-based forgery detector. However,
this attack would fail because the movement-based detector
also checks the noise PAE of the received images. One
potential way of reliably measuring the movement speed is to
use the built-in speaker in the verifier’s interface as a Doppler
radar [46]. The verifier emits acoustic signals and collects
reflections using its microphones. It then uses the Doppler
shifts of the collected reflections to obtain the movement
speed.

B. Man in the Middle Attacks

In practice, the adversary may try to position himself/herself
between the user and verifier and performs various MITM
attacks. He/She may intercept the user’s request (transaction)
and send out a malicious one to the verifier. In CIM, an abstract
of the user’s request is embedded into the QR codes shown
on the interface. The user can verify the information of the
transaction before taking pictures. The user can terminate the
authentication process if the information is different from what
he/she requested.

C. Selection of Thresholds

CIM uses one threshold for fingerprint matching and six
thresholds for forgery detection. For fingerprint matching,
because images captured in burst mode have a high-quality
fingerprint, we use the same threshold for all smartphone
models. For forgery detection, four of the applied features are
influenced by smartphone models: mean, standard deviation,
maximum PAE, and minimum PAE. The thresholds for these
features can be set during the registration process in three
steps: 1) Extract camera fingerprints from the images uploaded
by the user and use them to construct several forged burst
series. 2) Extract the four features from each forged burst
series and find the minimum of each feature. 3) For each
feature, set the threshold to the average of the obtained
minimum and the feature extracted from the legitimate burst
series. These thresholds can be further optimized when more
images are collected from the same smartphone model.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first present two novel observations of
smartphones taking pictures: 1) There exists a noisechain
embedded in continuously captured burst images. 2) The
camera fingerprint and noise components of an image are
correlated with the movement of the photographing device.
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We explore these two observations, design two reliable forgery
detectors for the detection of forgery attacks against PRNU-
based camera fingerprinting, and propose CIM, a camera-based
smartphone authentication system. CIM is practical since it
leverages universal sensors (camera and accelerometer) in a
smartphone. A user just needs to take pictures in burst mode
while moving the smartphone along a simple route. Extensive
experiments are conducted to validate the effectiveness of CIM
against fingerprint forgery attacks. A user can submit either
multiple or one image for authentication. In both cases, CIM
achieves 100% TAR at 0% FAR in both fingerprint matching
and forgery detection.
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